In animals, introgression between species is often perceived as the breakdown of reproductive isolating mechanisms, but gene flow between incipient species can also represent a source for potentially beneficial alleles. Recently, genome-wide datasets have revealed clusters of differentiated loci ('genomic islands of divergence') that are thought to play a role in reproductive isolation and therefore have reduced gene flow. We use simulations to further examine the evolutionary forces that shape and maintain genomic islands of divergence between two subspecies of the migratory songbird, Swainson's thrush (Catharus ustulatus), which have come into secondary contact since the last glacial maximum. We find that, contrary to expectation, gene flow is high within islands and is highly asymmetric. In addition, patterns of nucleotide diversity at highly differentiated loci suggest selection was more frequent in a single ecotype. We propose a mechanism whereby beneficial alleles spread via selective sweeps following a post-glacial demographic expansion in one subspecies and move preferentially across the hybrid zone. We find no evidence that genomic islands are the result of divergent selection or reproductive isolation, rather our results suggest that differentiated loci both within and outside islands could provide opportunities for adaptive introgression across porous species boundaries.
Introduction
Disentangling conditions that lead to the formation and maintenance of new species has long been a central focus of evolutionary biology. Mayr [1] defined species as 'interbreeding natural populations that are reproductively isolated from other such groups', and since that time, introgression is often portrayed as a mechanism causing the breakdown of reproductive isolation. This idea has in turn shaped our interpretation of genomic differences between species. 'Islands of divergence' or clusters of highly differentiated loci have been described in numerous taxa [2] [3] [4] , although patterns are not consistent across all systems [5] . In many cases, these regions are thought to have arisen at loci under divergent selection or involved in reproductive isolation, whereas gene flow works to homogenize the rest of the genome [2, 3, 6] . This 'divergence with gene flow' model has often been invoked in cases of ecological speciation [3, [6] [7] [8] . For example, the most differentiated regions between Heliconius butterflies contain genes for colour pattern, which is under strong divergent selection and is involved in mate choice [4] .
An alternative hypothesis for the formation of genomic islands of divergence is that they arose via selection in allopatry. Here, selection on a few beneficial alleles occurs in one or both populations and ultimately leads to genomic regions of differentiation between groups, accelerating the evolution of genomic islands [6, 9, 10] . In both selection in allopatry and divergence with gene flow models, high levels of linkage disequilibrium promote hitchhiking and therefore broaden regions of differentiation. Furthermore, aspects of genomic architecture such as proximity to centromeres can contribute to reduced recombination rates, resulting in slower breakdown of linkage disequilibrium between loci within islands and higher susceptibility to selective sweeps and/or background selection [5, [10] [11] [12] .
Regions of secondary contact offer an opportunity for loci to be tested on new genetic backgrounds and in new environments, and traits that introgress between population or species boundaries can be adaptive. For example, levels of introgression between Darwin's finch species with different sized beaks are thought to be highly adaptive during severe droughts. In this case, beak size is so highly selected during drought seasons that hybrids are favoured and gene flow levels between species greatly increase [13, 14] . In species with genomic islands of divergence, introgression and subsequent recombination will test these differentiated loci in new genomic and environmental contexts. If islands represent opportunities for adaptive introgression, then counter to divergence with gene flow models, one would predict these divergent regions to exhibit higher than neutral levels of gene flow between species in the early stages of the speciation process. It is important to note, however, that this pattern would only be apparent very early in speciation as adaptive alleles are likely to sweep to fixation once gene flow commences.
Islands of divergence have been documented in a number of young species pairs or subspecies [15] [16] [17] . In these cases, some regions of the genome are quite differentiated despite moderate to high rates of gene flow across the majority of the genome. For example, regions of elevated differentiation are especially pronounced in young species of Heliconius butterflies and these regions often correspond to known colour markers, which are involved in mate recognition [4] . Across a broad range of taxa, highly differentiated regions seem to consistently be located close to centromeres as well as across the sex chromosomes, regions known to have lower recombination rates [2, 15] . In addition to the traditionally measured F ST , recent studies have used other measures of differentiation and divergence (e.g. d xy or Fay and Wu's H) to begin elucidating the origins of genomic islands of divergence [5, 12] . Still, it remains difficult to disentangle the likely complex scenarios of demography and selection underlying the formation and maintenance of these islands of divergence with genome scans alone.
Here we take advantage of the opportunity to examine patterns of genomic differentiation in a well-studied hybrid zone between subspecies that have diverged across large portions of their genome, but gene flow between the subspecies is still ongoing. Two known subspecies of Swainson's thrush (Catharus ustulatus) overlap on their breeding grounds in the Coastal Mountains of British Columbia [18] . Previous work suggests that the two subspecies, a coastal subspecies (C. ustulatus ustulatus) and an inland subspecies (C. ustulatus swainsonii), were isolated during the last glacial maximum and since that time, the inland population has expanded westward and the two have come into secondary contact, with 40% of birds caught in the centre of the hybrid zone being identified as hybrids [19, 20] . The subspecies differ in a number of important ecological traits, including wintering location, migration timing, plumage colour and song [18, 20, 21] . A genomic scan between pure representatives of these subspecies showed clustering of differentiated (high F ST ) loci in 132 different regions across 16 chromosomes, with particularly high F ST in migration-linked genes found both within and outside of islands [17] . This general pattern was later corroborated with whole genome re-sequencing, but in contrast to Ruegg et al. [17] , Delmore et al. [22] found that putative migration-linked genes were concentrated within islands-a result that was likely owing to exact parameters used to define genomic islands in each study. While both studies hypothesized that the observed islands formed as a result of selective sweeps in allopatry, neither modelled demography, which would allow estimates of divergence times and the ability to reject alternative explanations.
Here we use demographic simulations to examine the origin of genomic islands of divergence in C. ustulatus and their possible role in reproductive isolation between incipient species. Using estimates of divergence time, effective population size and gene flow, we explicitly test the following predictions (figure 1): (i) if genomic islands are a result of neutral divergence in isolation and low divergence in interisland regions are the result of introgression following secondary contact, we would predict ancient divergence time estimates, allowing time for drift to drive divergence, and high levels of gene flow in non-island regions. (ii) If genomic islands arose owing to divergent selection and play a prominent role in reproductive isolation, we would expect little to no gene flow between subspecies within islands and low nucleotide diversity within islands as a result of selective sweeps in both groups. (iii) If islands arose as a consequence of selective sweeps in one or both subspecies commensurate with a rapid post-Pleistocene expansion, we would not necessarily expect We created four sets of SNPs for our analysis, (i) all SNPs (ii) island SNPs on autosomes, (iii) non-island SNPs on autosomes and (iv) Z chromosome SNPs. We analysed the Z chromosome separately from the autosomes because it is expected to have different evolutionary history (with three-fourths the effective population size) and it was found to be more differentiated between the two subspecies; 33 of the 132 islands of divergence were located on the Z chromosome [17] . Also note that the 'all SNPs' category contains SNPs not included in the other three categories, because chromosomal location and thus island status could only be identified for de novo contigs that mapped to the zebra finch genome. We inferred demographic history from RAD-Seq SNPs using the joint allele frequency spectrum, implemented in dadi [23] . We downsampled data to 15 chromosomes and used a folded allele frequency spectra, as we do not have appropriate information for determining the true ancestral allele. First, we tested a divergence with gene flow model against a null hypothesis of divergence without gene flow. For each of four SNP sets, we fit both models and estimated log likelihood scores. We used a likelihood ratio test (d.f. ¼ 2) to determine whether the migration model was a better fit to the data.
For estimation of divergence time, population sizes and migration rates, we subsampled without replacement each SNP set 100 times to generate a distribution of parameter estimates. We sampled the data in this manner for two reasons: first, the built-in bootstrapping framework in dadi assumes markers are not linked and while our data almost certainly violate this assumption we have little knowledge of the actual linkage structure. Second, because the four SNP sets have drastically different sizes, it is impossible to compare parameter estimates among them. For this reason, each subsampled dataset consisted of the same number of SNPs (2000 SNPs). Note that the demographic analysis on selected subsets of the genome directly violates the assumptions of demographic inference models and therefore will provide skewed estimates of demographic parameters. We therefore rely on analysis of all SNPs to provide the best estimates of necessary parameters, but our primary goal is to examine relative estimates of gene flow among genomic regions rather than come up with an actual estimate of gene flow for the whole genome.
First, we subsampled all SNPs and estimated theta (4N ref ml) and time of divergence (T ). For all parameter estimations, we assumed a mutation rate (m) of 3.44 Â 10 29 , based on that derived for the closest relative in [24] , the medium ground finch, a generation time of 2 years [18] , and a sequence length (L) of 135 903 bp, based on a per base pair SNP rate calculated by dividing the total length of the de novo RAD assembly by the total number of SNPs identified. Because divergence time and migration rate are conflated, we fixed theta and time of divergence at the median value estimated from the distribution generated by subsampling all SNPs. This allowed us to estimate population sizes and migration rates for each SNP category while assuming that divergence time is the same for all SNPs. We estimated these parameters for each of 100 subsamples for each of the four SNP categories. In figures, we show the median and 95% CIs from these estimated distributions. All scripts for analyses are available at http://github.com/ rachaelbay/SWTH-demography.
(b) Sensitivity to subsampling methods
To ensure that our sampling methods did not cause artefacts owing to either biological or statistical linkage between SNPs, we reran all simulations with two further sampling regimes. For both regimes, we allowed only one SNP per RAD contig in an attempt to reduce bias from highly linked loci. First, we resampled 1000 SNPs, close to the maximum number that could be sampled without replacement. We also resampled 5000 SNPs with replacement to test whether subsample size would impact our conclusions. For parameter estimates, total length (L) was adjusted based on the level of resampling.
(c) Effective population size trajectory
Trajectories of effective population size reflect true expansions and declines, but also shifts in population structure. We therefore expect to observe a decline in effective population size at the time of subspecies divergence, giving us an additional estimate of the approximate timing of the subspecies split. We used pairwise sequential Markovian coalescent (PSMC) [25] analysis to estimate fluctuations in population size over time. For this, we used previously published whole genome sequencing data from a single individual within the coastal subspecies [22] . Illumina short reads from one fragment library and two separate mate pair libraries were downloaded from NCBI's sequence read archive (SRR1812116, SRR1812117, SRR1812165) and aligned to the reference genome assembly, downloaded from Dryad [22] using stampy [26] and created a consensus sequence with samtools [27] . We also filtered sites with lower than 10Â coverage, as suggested in [24] for this type of analysis. For PSMC analysis [25] , we used parameters identified by Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. [24] to be ideal for analysis of avian genomes (N30 -t5 -r5 -p 4 þ 30 Â 2 þ 4 þ 6 þ 10) running 100 bootstrap replicates. We used a mutation rate of 3.44 Â 10
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, based on that derived for the closest relative in [24] , the medium ground finch. A generation time of 2 years [18] along with the mutation rate were used for scaling of effective population size and timing.
(d) Forward simulations
We used forward simulations to further test the impacts of selection and gene flow on patterns of genomic differentiation. All simulations were executed in the program SLiM [28] . We began with a single population based on the effective population rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20162414 size estimates (N ref ) from dadi simulations, which underwent neutral mutation for 1000 generations to generate standing genetic variation. This population was then split into the two subspecies. Population expansion began after the last glacial maximum (18 000 years ago), and growth rates were calculated based on our estimates of current population size for each group. We simulated a single short chromosome (1 Mb) with recombination 1 Â 10 26 and two 100 kb islands with a lower recombination rate of 1 Â 10
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; both rates are well within the normal range of recombination rates found in zebra finch [29] . These recombination rates were varied to test competing hypotheses about the role of recombination in generating clusters of highly differentiated loci. The mutation rate was 3.44 Â 10 29 based on medium ground finch [24] . To decrease computation time involved in simulating large populations, we scaled all populations sizes, mutation rates, times, selective coefficients, and population growth rates by a factor of 10. We simulated three different selection scenarios: (i) neutral mutations only, (ii) selective sweeps in both subspecies and (iii) selective sweeps in inland subspecies only.
Selective sweeps were simulated by introducing one beneficial mutation each generation, with selection coefficient drawn from an exponential distribution with mean 0.05. We simulated timing of secondary contact under the most probable estimate of secondary contact, 6000 years ago, based upon palaeoecological-based estimates of the timing of suitable habitat in the region of the hybrid zone [20] . As an upper bound, we also simulated a very recent secondary contact, 100 years ago, based upon the first record of a hybrid from this hybrid zone [20] . We also simulated multiple migration rates, which were based on relative estimates from dadi simulations (see electronic supplementary material for all parameter combinations). Finally, when selective sweeps were simulated in the inland subspecies only, we simulated scenarios where those same mutations were either beneficial or selectively neutral within the coastal subspecies. For each scenario, we calculated the F ST and nucleotide diversity (calculated as expected heterozygosity-H E ) for each variable site.
Results (a) Divergence and expansion
For all sets of SNPs, divergence with gene flow was a better fit to the data than the no gene flow model (LRT p , 0.001; table 1). Joint site frequency spectra are shown in electronic supplementary material, figure S1. Median divergence time based on 100 subsamples of 2000 SNPs was 64 610 years ago (95% CI ¼ 34 595-112 224; figure 2). Estimates of divergence time based on subsamples of 1000 or 5000 SNPs were only slightly lower: 48 821 (95% CI ¼ 17 486-318 018) and 48 864 (35 057-68 600) years, respectively. The historical trajectory of effective population size based on PSMC analysis of whole genome data from a single individual from the coastal subspecies shows a sharp decline beginning at slightly over 100 000 years ago (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). We hypothesize that this decline does not in fact correspond to a decrease in population size, but rather the subspecies split, though we recognize that PSMC results are likely confounded by ongoing gene flow. Although this estimate of divergence time is larger than that estimated from RAD-Seq data, all estimates are well within the Late Pleistocene and prior to the last glacial maximum. 
(b) Heterogeneous gene flow across the genome
We observe a high degree of variation in estimates of population size and migration rate calculated from different genomic regions ( figure 3 ). Here, we present results from 2000 SNP subsamples, but 1000 and 5000 SNP subsamples showed similar patterns (electronic supplementary material, figures S3 and S4). Because we are intentionally violating the neutrality assumptions of demographic models, we do not expect parameter estimates to accurately reflect demographic scenarios, but rather provide relative measures of gene flow between genomic regions. Overall, effective population sizes are higher for subsets of all SNPs and non-island SNPs than for SNPs in islands of divergence and those on the Z chromosome. Not unexpectedly, migration rate, measured as the number of migrants per generation, paralleled effective population size estimates. SNPs on islands and the Z chromosome had lower numbers of migrants than all SNPs or non-island SNPs. Overall, more migration occurs in the direction of inland to coastal subspecies. Because representing migration as number of migrants is highly influenced by population size, we calculated migration rate as a fraction of the source population (number of migrants/effective population size), the traditional expression of a migration rate parameter. We still find a very strong signature of asymmetric gene flow between subspecies; migration rates from inland to coastal range from 0.3 to 0.47 compared with 0-0.1 in the other direction. For migration from coastal to inland, we find the expected pattern of restricted gene flow in highly differentiated regions; we estimate higher migration rates for all SNPs and non-island autosomal SNPs. In fact, the migration rate was nearly zero for island SNPs (0.002) and Z-chromosome SNPs (1 Â 10
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). Migration in the other direction, however, followed the opposite pattern. Differentiated regions, island and Z-chromosome loci, showed higher levels of gene flow from inland to coastal subspecies than non-island regions. In fact, the lowest migration rate was in non-island autosomal SNPs (0.30) and the highest migration rate was in Z-chromosome SNPs (0.47). It is important to note that we do not believe these migration rates accurately reflect the per-generation number of migrants because the demographic model assumes a single, consistent migration rate since divergence rather than complete allopatry followed by secondary contact, which is the case for this species.
(c) Inverse patterns of nucleotide diversity at highly differentiated loci
Within the inland subspecies, nucloetide diversity (p) was significantly lower at more differentiated (F ST . 0.1) loci than at all loci (t-test p , 0.0001; figure 4), a signal that is expected if differentiated loci were driven to high frequency via selective sweeps. Surprisingly, highly differentiated loci in the coastal subspecies had higher levels of nucleotide diversity than the all SNPs category (t-test p , 0.0001), which could occur if selected loci in the inland subspecies were preferentially moving across hybrid zone boundaries. While mean nucleotide diversity in island regions was lower overall within both ecotypes [17, 22] , this pattern is driven by low F ST loci. Separating the within-island data into low and high F ST SNPs allowed us to specifically examine diversity for the most differentiated loci. These patterns of nucleotide diversity also exist in non-island SNPs, suggesting this asymmetry is not strictly associated with island regions.
(d) Interactions between selection, divergence time, and gene flow
We used forward simulations to further test the impacts of timing of secondary contact, selection, recombination and gene flow on generating the patterns of differentiation and diversity observed. Electronic supplementary material, table S1 shows mean and maximum F ST as well as expected heterozygosity for both island and non-island regions, and a summary is shown in table 2. Here we discuss the probability that the following simulated scenarios generated patterns observed across the Swainson's thrush genome: (H1) neutral mutation only, (H2) selective sweeps in both subspecies during allopatry, (H3a) selective sweeps in the inland subspecies, where alleles under positive selection in the inland subspecies are neutral in the coastal subspecies and (H3b) selective sweeps in the inland subspecies followed by adaptive introgression. Although other studies have executed much more thorough simulations testing the role of recombination in the formation of differentiated genomic regions [11] , our simulations provide some insights into how these islands arose in our system. Under a neutral model (H1), we did not find that low recombination regions were consistently more differentiated. When selective sweeps occurred in both subspecies (H2), we did see higher differentiation in low recombination regions, but only under recent contact (100 years), likely because highly beneficial alleles are quickly fixed upon secondary contact. When selective sweeps occurred in the inland population only, we observed higher differentiation in low recombination regions under lower migration rates (m1 ¼ 0.035 or 0.0035, m2 ¼ 0.007 or 0.0007), but largely under scenarios where selected alleles were neutral in the coastal subspecies (H3a).
A major outlying question is which conditions generate highly differentiated loci? Under neutral mutation alone (H1), regions of high differentiation were achieved under recent contact (100 years max F ST ¼ 0.86-0.97 under different migration scenarios), but not if secondary contact commenced 6000 years ago (max F ST ¼ 0.238-0.331). Because it is highly unlikely that secondary contact was as recent as 100 years ago, these findings further support the argument that islands of divergence are likely not the product of neutral processes alone. When strong selective sweeps were simulated in both populations (H2), high F ST values were only achieved under recent contact (100 years: max F ST ¼ 0.687-0.931; 6000 years F ST ¼ 0.254-0.381), because beneficial alleles quickly sweep to fixation after introgression. The other common feature of genomic islands of divergence, reduced diversity, occurred in some simulations with selective sweeps in both subspecies (H2) or the inland subspecies only (H3a and H3b), but was not consistent across either scenario.
A surprising pattern seen in the Swainson's thrush genomic data is the counterintuitive pattern of nucleotide diversity at differentiated loci. We observed that in the inland population, nucleotide diversity was lower at highly differentiated loci, whereas in the coastal population, the opposite pattern existed. We hypothesize that this increased diversity is the result of the addition of inland alleles into the coastal genepool. We see this counterintuitive pattern of nucleotide diversity only when selective sweeps are simulated within the inland subspecies only and those alleles are neutral within the coastal subspecies (table 2) .
While our empirical observations are most consistent with a model of selective sweeps in the inland population followed by neutral introgression into the coastal subspecies (H3a), multiple evolutionary processes almost certainly have shaped the genomic patterns. One potential explanation is that selective sweeps occurred in both lineages during allopatry, causing the decreased heterozygosity in island regions, but that the inland subspecies experience more beneficial mutations potentially due to its larger populations size. This, paired with asymmetric gene flow, results in high levels of introgression in high F ST regions with little or no adaptive advantage in the coastal subspecies. Table 2 . Summary of forward simulation results. Observations are patterns generated from real Swainson's thrush genomic data. The table shows whether these patterns were also generated under the three broad scenarios we simulated: (i) neutral mutation only, (ii) selective sweeps occurring in both populations during allopatry and (iii) selective sweeps in inland subspecies only during allopatry. 
Discussion
The ability to use genome scans to uncover genomic regions involved in adaptation and speciation has yielded advancements in our understanding of evolutionary processes [2, 4, 9, 17] . Across many systems, these types of studies have been used to identify genes and genomic regions thought to be involved in speciation. Often, the most differentiated regions are interpreted as regions most affected by divergent selection pressure [3, 6] or involved in reproductive isolation [2] . Here we examine evolutionary processes associated with genomic differentiation between two Swainson's thrush subspecies. We find that the differentiated loci were most likely formed by strong selective sweeps in allopatry, facilitated by a large population expansion in a single subspecies, rather than divergent selection in both subspecies with gene flow. Furthermore, contrary to the idea that genomic islands are focal points for reproductive isolation, our results suggest the most differentiated loci move freely across subspecies boundaries. In addition, strong unidirectional introgression is found both within and outside of previously defined islands of divergence. Overall, these results suggest that while there is a higher density of highly differentiated SNPs within islands, similar evolutionary forces are acting on highly differentiated SNPs, irrespective of island boundaries.
(a) Divergence time suggests non-neutral formation of islands
A neutral explanation for islands of divergence is that drift led to divergence in allopatry and gene flow during secondary contact homogenized non-island regions. One way to test this model is to examine divergence times, as this model requires ancient divergence in order to allow drift to result in genome differentiation. We estimate a divergence time of approximately 64 000 years ago followed by a large degree of expansion in both subspecies. Population size estimates for the coastal subspecies are 3.1 times the ancestral population size, but the inland subspecies had even more rapid growth, with a 14.5-fold increase. Our genome-wide estimates align very closely with previous work using an mtDNA marker and distribution modelling [19] , which calculated a two-to threefold increase in the coastal subspecies and a six-to 12-fold increase in the inland subspecies since the last glacial maximum. This recent divergence and rapid expansion provides expectations about the origin of polymorphisms and divergence across the Swainson's thrush genome. First, the relatively recent split between the groups suggests that low genomic differentiation in interisland regions can be better explained by polymorphism segregating within the ancestral population than recent swamping owing to gene flow after secondary contact. Second, given the Late Pleistocene divergence estimates, the high levels of differentiation and low levels of nucleotide diversity within island regions cannot be explained by neutral processes alone. Finally, our forward simulations based on neutral mutation processes only did not achieve the level of differentiation observed in the real data. Rather, our results suggest that selective processes (either adaptive or background selection) were involved in creating these differentiated regions, with hitchhiking promoting lower diversity in regions surrounding clusters of differentiated loci. While background selection is a possibility, corresponding increases in population size provide a higher likelihood of beneficial mutations arising de novo [30] and range expansions can rapidly increase allele frequencies via 'surfing'-the phenomenon whereby adaptive alleles in a rapidly expanding population receive a greater advantage of being adaptive and arriving first to a new territory [31] . Demographic processes such as range expansion can also lead to differentiation of neutral alleles via allele surfing, as drift becomes stronger at the expansion front owing to small population sizes [32] . In the case of the inland subspecies, the nearly fivefold larger population size increase estimated here and an equally large range expansion as estimated by Ruegg et al. [19] support the idea that selective sweeps and perhaps surfing were prominent features in the evolution of genomic islands of divergence, particularly in the inland subspecies. Finally, the hypothesis that genomic islands are driven by selection in allopatry is consistent with the finding that absolute divergence (d xy ) is not lower within differentiated islands [17, 22] .
(b) Patterns of gene flow and nucleotide diversity support adaptive introgression rather than reproductive isolation
Across the genome, we measured highly asymmetric gene flow, with substantially higher migration rates from inland to coastal populations. Previous studies have found asymmetry in hybridization events, using genotyping of hybrid individuals [33] . This was hypothesized to be the result of migration timing, where migrants of the coastal subspecies arrive on the breeding grounds earlier than the inland subspecies, which migrate longer distances. However, an equally plausible and complementary explanation for the general asymmetry in patterns of gene flow is the 4.7-fold difference in population sizes, as migration predominantly occurs from a larger population to a smaller population, particularly if overall differences in population size are mirrored within the hybrid zone [34] . In addition to asymmetric gene flow between the two subspecies, we find that gene flow is heterogeneous across the genome. Ruegg et al. [17] identified 132 clusters of high F ST SNPs, which they called genomic islands of divergence and these results were later corroborated using whole-genome pooled re-sequencing [22] . Explicit demographic modelling allowed us to test expectations under three separate models for the formation and maintenance of differentiated regions (figure 1). Above, we ruled out a neutral model, because the divergence time we estimated was too recent for drift to have differentiated the genomes. We use further estimates of gene flow and nucleotide diversity to test whether patterns of genome-wide differentiation fit the expectations of (i) a divergence with gene flow model in which nucleotide diversity and gene flow within islands is expected to be low or (ii) a selection in allopatry model in which evidence for selective sweeps (high differentiation and low nucleotide diversity) is not necessarily symmetrical. Under a selection with allopatry model, the level of gene flow following secondary contact could reflect selection on alleles on new genetic backgrounds and in new environmental contexts as they move across the hybrid zone.
We propose a mechanism whereby natural selection within the inland subspecies is followed by introgression of potentially adaptive alleles into the coastal subspecies upon secondary contact. Within the inland subspecies alone, we see the classic signals of selective sweeps: high differentiation rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20162414 accompanied by low diversity. In addition, high population sizes within the inland population would provide more opportunity for beneficial mutations to arise [30] . Gene flow from inland to coastal subspecies is actually highest within island and Z-chromosome regions, which is contrary to our expectations under a model of divergent selection with gene flow. The levels of gene flow in this direction within differentiated regions are even higher than genomewide estimates, which could indicate that these alleles are also beneficial within the coastal group. Forward simulations, however, suggest that selection on these alleles within the coastal subspecies must be small or neutral in order to account for the maintenance of differentiated loci. However, it is possible that introgression of highly adaptive alleles occurred and that those alleles were immediately fixed upon secondary contact. In addition, the high nucleotide diversity we observe in the coastal subspecies at differentiated SNPs could be the result of an influx of inland alleles. It is important to note that this pattern was observed genome-wide and not exclusively within island regions. We suggest that the high gene flow estimates within island regions are a function of an increased fraction of these differentiated loci, but that island regions are not exclusively involved in selection.
This highly asymmetric sharing of genes does raise questions about mechanisms maintaining species boundaries in this system. Our forward simulations suggest that while we have strong support for selection in allopatry, largely in the inland subspecies, other more complex demographic and evolutionary processes contribute to the origin and maintenance of differentiation. One possibility is that the majority of highly differentiated loci are mildly adaptive and moving across the hybrid zone boundary, but a smaller number of loci important to reproductive isolation are failing to move. While we did not have the dataset necessary to test this idea, future studies might make use of whole genome sequencing and cline analysis across the hybrid zone to identify 'speciation loci' and assess whether movement is particular to some regions more than others. Alternatively, it is also possible that the range of the inland subspecies is still expanding and may eventually take over the range of the coastal subspecies, leading to extinction of the coastal genotype. While this would run counter to previous expectations and data suggesting consistency in the location of the hybrid zone over the last several decades [19] , a more thorough resurvey of the hybrid zone could be used to test the hybrid zone movement hypothesis.
Conclusion
With the increasing ease of genomic sequencing in natural populations, we have unprecedented power to understand the processes that lead to speciation. We show that explicit demographic models based on different genomic regions can elucidate evolutionary mechanisms at a level absent from the commonly used F ST scans. In the Swainson's thrush system, we have the opportunity to witness the early stages in the process of divergence where two groups are highly differentiated across large portions of their genome, but are still exchanging genes at points of contact. In this brief window of time, we find evidence that the most differentiated loci likely arose via selection at the leading edge of a rapid population expansion in one subspecies, followed by high levels of introgression of these potentially adaptive alleles into the other ecotype. Finally, although differentiated loci are clustered into islands of divergence, the patterns of selection and introgression are not restricted to these islands. This extra level of information has increased our understanding of evolutionary forces in this system and provided a more nuanced view of islands of divergence.
Data accessibility. The code for simulations can be found at http:// github.com/rachaelbay/SWTH-demography. No new data were generated for this study.
